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all seasons, like the two greatest equatorial rivers, the Amazon and Congo.
The rivers of Siberia have the disadvantage not only of floods, but also
of ice. In the winter the Amur, for example, is frozen for six months;
then when the ice breaks up, great floods occur and would wash away
not only the shipping, but even the floating docks, which are the only kind
possible, if these were not all safely moored in harbors of refuge. Later,
however, in May and June, the floods make navigation easy, since the
shallows are deep and the rapids smooth. Finally, in the fall before the
river freezes up, it falls so low that ships frequently run aground. The
Ob, Irtysh, and Yenesei have even worse handicaps than the Amur. They
are frozen half the year, and because they flow north, the ice and snow
of their upper portions melt while the lower portions are still frozen
solid. Hence the floodwaters from above cannot escape down the channel
and spread in vast floods over thousands of square miles. In America
the Yukon resembles the Amur, and the Mackenzie resembles the Ob
and Yenesei.
 (6)	Hinterland.   No matter how good an inland waterway may be in
other respects, it does not carry much commerce unless a well-populated
hinterland supplies raw materials, food, or manufactured goods in ex-
change for products brought from afar.   Compare the Danube and the
Yukon.   The Danube flows through some of the most densely populated
and progressive parts of the world.   Hence it carries thousands of boats
of all sizes from small ocean steamers and large canal barges down to
rowboats.   So far as natural advantages for navigation are concerned, the
Yukon is little inferior to the Danube except for the long frozen period
from October to April.   Nevertheless, it does not carry one boat for a
hundred on the Danube.   Its hinterland contains only a few miners who
neither consume much nor furnish any articles of export in quantities large
enough to supply cargoes.
 (7)	Direction.   The direction in which an inland waterway extends
is an important feature which man cannot control.   He can deepen and
broaden a river, increase the navigable length, and overcome falls and
rapids by building canals and locks.   He can straighten windings, control
the current, overcome the effects of seasonal changes, and populate the
hinterland, but he cannot change the general direction in which a river
flows.   Yet this condition is vital in determining the value of an inland
waterway.  The Rhine is a relatively small river.  Nevertheless, from parts
of Switzerland, Germany, and France which are rich in lumber, coal,
iron ore, and manufactures, it flows toward the great market represented
by the German manufacturing center around Essen and the great cities
of Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Brussels and London.   Therefore, it supports
an incredibly active commerce.  The Mackenzie and the Ob are far larger

